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Dear Brothers and Sisters:
In this special edition of the SMART Members’ Journal,  

we introduce three simple phrases you are going to see 

time and again in the coming months and years:  

“Label It! Scan It! Report It!” 

 This is our new union label campaign that tells us 

what we need to do to secure our jobs, our wages and our 

benefits. We also have an all-new 

app for your smartphone that 

allows you to scan the label in a 

matter of seconds.

 The app is a great new way to 

use the label to your advantage. 

Scanning the bar codes with your 

smartphone tells which shop 

produced it and the shop’s crew cost. Then wages can be 

equalized, and that can mean a boost in your pay.

 The union label is more than a set of bar codes. 

It’s a tool you can use to ensure employers honor your 

contract. And the few seconds it takes to “Label It! 

Scan It! Report It!” can make a world of difference in 

protecting your union job, wages and benefits.

 The label’s been around for a long time. But as every 

sheet metal worker knows, a tool’s value comes down to 

how well you use it. I encourage you to read the articles 

in this edition that illustrate how to use the new label and 

explain why it’s so important. 

 Then, whether you’re working in a fabricating facility 

or on a jobsite, make the system work to your advantage: 

“Label It! Scan It! Report It!” 

Fraternally,

Joseph Sellers, Jr. 
General President, SMART

JOSEPH SELLERS, JR. 
GENERAL PRESIDENT, SMART
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abor unions are all about people working together 
to achieve something greater than any individual 
could do on his or her own. Standing up for each 

other protects hard-won livelihoods and makes 
everyone stronger.
 Few programs are a better example of how looking 
out for each other makes a difference than the union label 
sheet metal workers have used for 125 years. The label is 
a critical tool for enforcing union contracts and protecting 
jobs and wages. And the label requires solidarity: sheet 
metal workers acting together to secure the bene�ts of 
union membership—collectively and for themselves.
 The SMART union now is undertaking a new push 
to reinvigorate the labels. For the labels to once again 
be a powerful tool in the union’s tool box, sheet metal 
workers �rst must understand what the labels do and 
then make them work for everyone.
 The labels tell a lot. They show that products are 
union made—the blue for production products and 
the yellow for building trades materials. The yellow 
labels do much more. They are key to enforcing pay 
and subcontracting agreements, and they discourage 
employers from seeking lower-paid workers.

Making a Difference
The labels matter a lot, too. When used, they make a 
big difference in jobs, wages and bene�ts. They play a 
central role in protecting what members enjoy now and 
in getting more jobs and better pay and bene�ts.

The yellow labels discourage contractors from 
using materials from nonunion workers. They provide 
a disincentive for employers to undercut pay by buying 
products made by lower-wage workers. And more 
work and better pay improves bene�ts—health care 

and pensions—providing 
better coverage at lower cost to 
workers and their families. 
 Strength in numbers 
means bigger numbers in 
paychecks and greater security 
for union families. 

Label, Scan and Report
Enjoying the value of the labels 
doesn’t just happen. It requires 
union members to make the 
labels work for them. Labels 
must be put on fabricated 
products in the �rst place. All union-made products 
should be labeled, without fail.
 Once products arrive on a jobsite, installers must 
check to see whether they are labeled. But having a label 
isn’t the end of the story. The yellow labels still need to 
be checked. SMART is now using a new version of the 
labels that have bar codes and numbers. Using a new 
smartphone label app, installers easily can scan the label 
to see where it was fabricated. (The numbers have the 
same information.) If it came from a lower-wage shop, 
union contracts require contractors to equalize pay.
 To make sure wages are adjusted, installers need 
to report it to their local union. The local business 
managers or representatives take it from there. But 
installers must let them know.
 Installers also must tell their locals when products 
without labels show up on a jobsite. Contractors aren’t 
required to use union products, but they are required 
to pay union rates. The label is the easiest way to show 
that they have. If a contractor brings unlabeled products 

New Labels  
Call for New Vigilance
MAKING THE UNION LABELS WORK FOR YOU
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The label is a critical tool for enforcing union contracts and protecting jobs and wages.  
And the label requires solidarity: sheet metal workers acting together to secure the benefits of union 
membership—collectively and for themselves.
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onto a site, it must prove either that 
the fabricator has been paid the same 
as the installer’s union workers or 
adjust pay upward.

This contract provision removes 
the incentive to search for cheaper 
products made by poorly paid 
workers. But the requirement must 
be enforced by vigilant union 
members who report it.

Vigilance and Enforcement
When one considers the label 

system as a whole, it is easy to see 
its value. Each step in the process 
is important—labeling, scanning 
and reporting—and each is critical 
for enforcing union contracts that 
protect sheet metal workers.
 Union leaders work hard to 
negotiate strong contracts. They 
will work hard to enforce them, too. 
But they need the watchful eyes of 
installers to know when violations 
occur. Vigilance is critical.
 Working together and watching 
out for each other builds a stronger 
union. And everyone bene�ts from 
a stronger union. By doing their 
part, union members show they are 
willing to stand up for jobs, wages 
and bene�ts—their own and those of 
their fellow sheet metal workers. n
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t �rst glance, many people assume labels on sheet 
metal are simply a sign of quality craftsmanship. 
Yes, it’s a visible display that skilled craftsmen who 
take pride in their work did a second-to-none job. 

 But that’s a bonus. The real purpose of the labels is to 
enforce contracts to ensure union members get the jobs 
and bene�ts they’ve bargained for. Their primary value 
is in what they do for pocketbooks. 
 How does a small label make such a big difference?

More Jobs
Enforcing contract provisions banning the use of 
products fabricated by underpaid workers means more 
jobs and work for union members. The label is a way to 
verify that contractors are adhering to their agreements. 
It protects existing jobs and creates more work—and 
bigger paychecks.

Better Wages
Besides more work hours, labels protect hourly wages. 
First, contracts require building trades-fabricated 
materials to be constructed per the wage of the union 
jurisdiction of the jobsite. In other words, if a contractor 
decides to use nonunion products, it still is required to 
pay union-like wages to those fabricators. Second, by 
identifying which SMART bargaining unit fabricated 
a product, fabricators in a lower-wage local receive the 
same pay as the higher-paid workers at the jobsite local 
through wage equalization. 

 Both contract provisions remove incentives for 
contractors to push wages down. But it takes the label to 
enforce them and prevent undercutting of wages.

Healthier Benefits
The labels go beyond take-home pay. More work and 
higher wages mean better bene�ts. 
 More money �owing into the union pension fund 
today leads to higher retirement bene�ts tomorrow. The 
better workers do nationwide, the better you’ll do in 
retirement. Likewise, as more workers participate in the 
union-sponsored health care system, those bene�ts can 
provide more comprehensive coverage at lower cost to 
you and your family. 

 Labels make a big �nancial difference. That’s the 
point. And that’s why every sheet metal worker must 
make the labels work—Label It! Scan It! Report It!  n

Labels Are All About  
Our Jobs, Wages and Benefits 

More hours worked means  
a stronger pension, more money 
into health benefits and a 
stronger future for the local.
—RICK WERNER, PRESIDENT/BUSINESS MANAGER,  
  LOCAL 104, CALIFORNIA

LABEL IT! SCAN IT! REPORT IT! 3
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LABEL IT!
1. Put the label on:
Fabricators must put labels on union-
made products. That applies even 
if you think the products are going 
directly to a union site. Everything 
must be labeled. The rule is “every 
piece, every time!”

SCAN IT!
2. Check products for the label:
Installers must check all products 
arriving on construction sites to see 
whether they are labeled. Watch all 
deliveries and visually scan for the 
label. If the products are labeled, 
they’re union made. If products are 
not labeled, skip to Step 4. 

3. Scan the labels: 
On yellow-labeled products, 
installers must check to see which 
SMART contract area produced 
it. Scan the bar code with your 
mobile app or, if you can’t use your 
smartphone, read the numbers on 
the label and report them to your 
business representative. 
 The bar codes and numbers are 
linked to information about which 
shop produced it and the shop’s 
wage rate. With this information, 
business representatives can make 
sure wage equalization takes place 
if the products came from lower-
wage locals. 

REPORT IT!
4. Report unlabeled products:
Installers should report unlabeled 
products to the business 
representative right away. You can 
do it through your label app or by 
email, text or a phone call. This 
noti�cation lets he or she know to 
step in.

5. Intervene with contractors:
Once business representatives get 
the word that unlabeled yellow-
label products are being used on a 
union site, they can step in to tell 
contractors SMART is enforcing 
contract provisions requiring them 
to prove that whoever fabricated the 
products was paid the same rate as 
the local union worker earns. The  
label proves this automatically.

Each step is important. Every sheet 
metal worker has a role to play. Make 
sure you and everyone in your local 
knows these steps and does his or 
her part. n

Making Labels Work 
Five Key Steps

HERE’S WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW AND DO .  
TAKE THESE STEPS AND THE LABELS WILL WORK FOR YOU AND THE UNION. 
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The blue label is used on production products. The yellow label 

represents building trades products. Yellow labels are used to 

enforce subcontracting standards and for wage equalization. 

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN  
THE YELLOW LABEL AND THE BLUE LABEL?
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t takes a union to protect good jobs, wages and benefits. And every 
union member has a role to play in protecting the advantages of 
union membership. That’s especially true for the union label. 

A fabricator puts the label on. An installer will check for the label and 
scan it. And another member will use the information the labels provide 
to enforce contracts. Together, with everyone doing his or her part, the 
system works. Every union member should understand the whole process, 
why what they do is critical, and how it all fits together.

Fabricators
Union members working in 
fabrication shops take the �rst step. 
They ensure every piece fabricated 
has a label af�xed to it. Even if a 
fabricator thinks the material is 
going straight to a nearby union 
jobsite, it cannot leave the door 
without a label.

Fabricators also should make 
sure the shop has labels. If not, let the 
local know and they’ll supply them.

Installers
When materials arrive on a worksite, 
it’s up to installers to scan, visually 
and with the new app. They �rst 
must check for the label. If products 
are unlabeled, they should report it 
to the local so action can be taken. If 
they have a yellow label, they must 
be scanned to see whether they came 
from a lower-wage local. If so, local 
union leaders will con�rm that wage 
equalization has taken place.
 Union stewards and foremen 
oversee worksites. On sites with 
many installers, not everyone needs 
to check and scan every piece 
arriving there. But it must be done, 
and stewards have a responsibility to 
make sure it happens.
 Scanning and reporting is 
critical. Those actions allow the next 
steps to take place.

Business Managers
and Reps
Local union leaders have multiple 
critical responsibilities. First, 
they must ensure their local is 
implementing the label system 
thoroughly and constantly. They 
order the labels and make sure 
fabrication shops have them. 

But they’re also the enforcers. 
When installers report non-labeled 
products or materials from lower-
wage locals, business managers and 
representatives are the ones who 
intervene with employers to enforce 
contracts. n

We All Have a Role to Play 
Fabricators, Installers, Local Leaders
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Do your part.
Don’t let your fellow union members down. 
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n the past, the union labels had a series of 
numbers on them. Using them was a long 
process of reporting the numbers to the 
locals, who then had to call the national 
of�ce to see what they meant. Now, the new, 

modernized labels have bar codes that, with the 
aid of a new smartphone app, make the whole 
process much easier and faster. 
 Reporting is critical. Scanning the bar 
codes or reporting the numbers is essential for 
con�rming that wage equalization is taking 
place. The codes and numbers tell which 
fabricator made a product. If that local has a 
lower-wage rate than the installer’s, then the 
fabricators get a boost in pay for that product. 
But the installer’s local needs to let the other local 
know, and that requires workers on the jobsite to 
scan and report.
 The new mobile app makes it easy to do. By 
scanning the label, your local business manager 
automatically knows the information on the bar 
code and what to do about it. The app also can 
be used to report unlabeled products directly to 
local business managers.

Features on the app let you:
• Check and scan the label (to instantly check 

fabrication rates against installation rates);

• Report unlabeled products and other jobsite 
issues (nonunion materials, safety issues or 
nonunion workers);

• Read the Journal and SMART-Union news 
feed; and 

• Link to SMART websites (on training, 
occupational health, bene�ts and more).

So, go to the App Store or Google Play Store, 
search for “SMART Union,” download the app 
and start using it.  Here’s how it works.

The SMART App: Your New Tool for Scanning the Labels

3. If you have trouble 
scanning or you can’t scan 
the label, hit the tab that 
says enter.

1. Open the App and 
you will see a menu of 
functions.

2. Tap the tab that says 
“Scan Union Label.” First-
time users may be asked 
a question about using 
the smartphone’s camera. 
Allow access and you will 
see a camera. Locate the 
label on the product and 
line up the red line with the 
bar code. 
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The SMART App: Your New Tool for Scanning the Labels

5. Once your 
information is entered, 
you will find out where 
the product was made 
and the wage rates. If 
there is a problem, you 
can report the problem 
here.

6. If there is NO LABEL, 
you can report it by 
using the tab titled, 
“Report Job Site 
Issues.” Answer the 
questions and tap the 
Submit button.

The App also has links to other 
important SMART Union information, 
including links to key websites and  
the Journal.

To learn more about the labels  
and the app, visit:
www.LabelItScanItReportIt.com

4. After you scan 
the label or enter the 
information, you will 
need to answer some 
jobsite questions.
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Upholding a 125-Year-Old 
Tradition With Tools for Today 

revitalized union label and a 
new smartphone app bring 
new-age technology to some 
age-old union values �rst 

represented graphically in the mid-
19th century.
 “After the Civil War, American 
labor unions began using individual 
logos, both as a means of group 
identi�cation and as printed seals 
or labels af�xed to union-made 
products, to assure the consumer 
of the quality of the products 
manufactured in union shops,” 
explains art historian Kim Munson. 
 “The label movement was also 
a nonviolent means of garnering 
public support for the labor 
movement, by encouraging boycotts 
of products made by companies that 
did not support labor’s goals.” 
 The use of a label in our 
union was �rst introduced by the 
Amalgamated Sheet Metal Workers 
International Alliance in 1890, and 
labels have been used ever since on 
an ever-growing range of products, 
from cornices and skylights in 
buildings to gutters and downspouts 

in residences, from tin ware and 
kitchen utensils to hot air furnaces 
and steam tables in hotels and 
restaurants. 
 From early on, though, the value 
of the label involved much more than 
creating widespread recognition. 
As a 1922 edition of the Sheet Metal 
Workers’ Journal noted: “The value 
of the union label is the use we make 

of it. It guarantees that the article 
purchased is manufactured by 
union workers employed under the 
best possible wages and conditions 
obtainable by their craft.” 
 For decades, the sheet metal 
worker labels have been considered 
critical tools in organizing efforts. In 

the 1970s, for example, Department 
of Organization Director Lonnie 
A. Bassett wrote in the Journal that 
“enough could never be said about 
the importance of looking for the 
labels.” Bassett urged members then 
to “show your pride every day in 
protecting our work jurisdiction by 
displaying these decals to educate 
everyone on the importance of 

SMWIA’s union labels.”
 As General President Sellers 
recently told a group of our local 
leaders, “The labels are about more 
than union pride and union quality. 
They’re about securing the jobs, pay 
and bene�ts our members deserve 
and count on. That’s what the labels 
are all about, and that is why the 
union labels matter.”
 For the label to work, he added, 
all sheet metal workers need to 
understand the value of labels to 
us and our families, and what the 
members need to do to make the 
system work.
 It’s an all-new approach to the 
age-old challenge of securing the pay 
and bene�ts members deserve—an 
approach that has stood the test of 
time for more than 125 years. n

…first introduced by the Amalgamated Sheet Metal 
Workers International Alliance in 1890, and labels 
have been used ever since on an ever-growing range of 
products, from cornices and skylights in buildings to gutters and 
downspouts in residences, from tin ware and kitchen utensils to hot air furnaces and steam 
tables in hotels and restaurants.

Union members organizing a boycott.
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t’s no secret that construction 
is a competitive business. 
Contractors constantly are 
looking for ways to cut costs 

and win the next bid. But, left 
unchecked, the search for ever-lower 
costs can lead to a downward spiral 
on wages. Someone, somewhere, will 
always be willing to do a job for less. 
 That’s why one of the SMART 
union’s most important roles is to 
combat efforts to push wages down. 
The union �ght to prevent a race to 
the bottom isn’t limited to union vs. 
nonunion. Employers also seek to 
exploit pay differences within the 
union. 
 One way it does that is through 
what’s called wage equalization. 
A provision of all SMART union 
contracts discourages contractors 

from seeking fabrication products 
from lower-wage union locals. Wage 
equalization requires contractors to 
adjust upward the pay rates of lower-
wage locals if their products are used 
in higher-rate locals. If a contractor 
ships in product from a lower-rate 
local for a higher-rate local to install, 
the contractor must pay the higher-
wage local’s rate to everyone. 
 The fabricator at the lower-wage 
local gets a pay hike for the work 
used in the other local. For better-
paid locals, wage equalization 
removes the incentive for contractors 
to go outside the local. If contractors 
abide by the contracts they signed, 
there’s no advantage to going to 
lower-paid locals. 
 Some lower-wage locals may 
be tempted to look the other way, 

thinking any business is good. But 
the workers there deserve to have 
their pay raised through wage 
equalization. And without wage 
equalization, the pressure to lower 
wages would just intensify.
 Wage equalization is why the 
new yellow labels have bar codes 
and numbers. They tell which 
local bargaining area produced the 
materials. Scanning the labels and 
reporting it is how union leaders 
con�rm that wage equalization is 
taking place. 
 The new labels and the mobile 
app make checking the labels 
easier. It’s a new way to enforce 
a longstanding provision of the 
union contract that is critical to �ght 
assaults on wages. n

Curbing Downward 
Pressure on Wages 

YELLOW LABELS KEY TO WAGE EQUALIZATION

I like that [wage equalization] puts both locals on an even playing field.

—TAMMY MEYEN, PSF MECHANICAL SHOP FOREMAN, LOCAL 66, SEATTLE
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t �rst glance, it may appear 
that wage equalization 
primarily helps lower-wage 
areas. But it protects and 
serves locals nationwide, 

bene�ting those with both lower and 
higher pay rates.
 “I am all for wage equalization 
because it keeps an even and 
competitive playing �eld for our 
signatory contractors,” said Jim 
Sexton, a sheet metal worker with 
Local 19 in Philadelphia. “We 
want to preserve and maintain the 
standards that we have fought hard 
for. In order to keep these standards, 
we must have equality for all.” 
 Local 66 in Seattle regularly 
bene�ts in two ways. Its workers 
enjoy relatively high wages, but 
there are locals with higher rates. 
When Local 66 products are shipped 
into those areas, the Washington 
members get a boost in pay. 
 

 PSF Industries, for example, does 
fabrication for Nordstrom stores 
nationwide. That can involve up to 
20 projects a year. When the work 
takes place in higher-wage areas, 
the wages of Seattle PSF union 
fabricators and �eld installers  are 
equalized. All of the two dozen PSF 
SMART members have had their pay 
boosted due to Nordstrom projects. 
An extra $5 per hour is common. 
 Besides ensuring its members 
get the pay hikes they deserve, Local 
66 is vigilant about products coming 
into the area from other locals. Salt 
Lake City’s Local 312, for example, 
is doing a very large project for 
Boeing in Washington, and the Utah 
fabricators enjoy a signi�cant raise 
for that work. 
 “We’re happy 
to have contractors 
come in,” said 
Timothy G. Carter, 
Local 66’s business 
manager, “as long as 
they do under the 
same rate and rules.”
 Local 66 has done spot checks 
of fabrication shops in neighbor-
ing locals to con�rm that wage 
equalization is taking place. Carter 
predicts the new yellow labels that 
can be easily scanned will “really 
augment” their ability to verify wage 
equalization.
 “We make a lot of effort to 
make sure we’re doing it right,” said 
Carter. Locals “three states away” 
have bene�ted from Local 66’s focus 
on wage equalization. And  area 
contractors know Local 66 is watching. 

“People understand that they can’t 
send material to Seattle without labels, 
without the local intervening to make 
sure union standards have been met.”
 “What a great tool to protect our 
work and the conditions in our area,” 
Carter said. n

Wage Equalization is Working

“One of my 
responsibilities is to 
check material as 
it comes out to the 
jobsite. My next move 
is to call the business 
agent so that we 
together can find out 
where the product is coming from and if 
the material was wage equalized.”

—JAMES KEENAN
 LOCAL 19,  PHILADELPHIA

Attaching 
the union 
label to our 
fabrication ensures 
that the standards 
of every local are 
met through wage 
equalization, which 
safeguards a fair 
playing field for all local 
members. I am 100 
percent behind this!
—CHRIS MONAGHAN, BUSINESS    
REPRESENTATIVE, LOCAL 33, TOLEDO, OHIO

Carter 
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“A union label means freedom. It 
ensures health benefits, fair working 
conditions and an organization of 
skilled workers.”

Ben Mendez, Journeyperson, 
Local 104 , San Ramon, California

“The union label shows our pride in what we produce and the quality and 
craftsmanship that goes into everything we provide. It represents fair wages, 
benefits and pensions for those that work under a union agreement. It offers an 
opportunity for retirement in dignity. Look for and demand the union label at all 
times. It is our future.”

James Jackson, Director of Canadian Affairs, SMART

In Their Own Words
WHAT YOUR FELLOW SHEET METAL WORKERS ARE SAYING

“We take pride putting on 
the union label. …Putting 
labels on everything is just 
automatic.”

Eric Rosenfield, 
PSF Mechanical 

Journeyman 
Local 66, Everett, 

Washington 

“Local 33 has made it a priority to educate our members 
on the importance and the benefit of the union label and 
wage equalization. It makes it easy for us to make sure 
that the proper wages and benefits for the area have been 
paid to SMART members so that we can protect the local 
standards. Our members benefit tremendously, from both 
wage equalization to higher-wage areas and from the 
protection of knowing that lower-wage areas are paying 
the area standards in our contract areas.”

Michael Coleman, Business Manager/President, 
 Local 33, Cleveland

“We need to keep our 
contractors on the 
same playing field, 
an even playing field. 
This helps protect our jurisdiction 
and industry. All members need to 
keep an eye on this so our members 
don’t miss out on the proper wages 
and man-hours paid and to keep the 
contractors honest.”

Steve Coppolino, Local 19, Philadelphia

“Without the union label and wage equalization, all I see 
are contractors with a lower-wage scale getting jobs in my 
area. Besides putting local members out of work, it takes 
away contributions to our local pension, JATC, and health and 
welfare. To me, I see another race to the bottom.”

Dan Kline, JATC Coordinator, Local 33, Toledo, Ohio

“The union label is 
important because it 
means future work.” 

Carey Roy-Enis,  
5th-Year Apprentice, Local 104, 

Northern California

“It is of great importance 
that we as members of this 
great union stand strong 
in recognizing our union 
labels in both Canada and 
the United States.  Our union 
labels are truly our badge of 
honor and we must strive to 
reinvigorate their 
strengths.”

Derek Evans 
Business Manager 
Local 540, Ontario

“The union labels are a quick and effective 
way for our members to identify materials 
that were crafted by union workers. Wage 
equalization immediately benefits sheet 
metal workers who produce materials for 
higher-wage areas by a higher hourly rate on 
their paychecks.”

Dave Phillips, Local 33, Cleveland 
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9.

Beverage Insulator

10.

Mini Permanent Marker w/ Key-Ring

4.

Ball Cap

6.

2 1/2” Vinyl 
Hardhat Decal

7.

12” Gang Box Sticker
4” Automobile Window Cling

Decal

5.

Stocking Hat

Merchandise
��A��� IT  SCAN IT  �����T IT�� ••

1.

Safety Green/Yellow T-Shirt

2.

Ash Grey Hooded SweatshirtPerformance Yellow Polo

3.

For more information, please contact SMART

(703) 788-2526

Make checks payable to SMART.  
Send completed order form and check to:

SMART
P.O. Box 220690

Chantilly, VA 20153

8.

ORDER ONLINE AT www.smartmerch.org

**CALL FOR PRICING ON BULK ORDERS**

ITEMTOTAL QTY PRICEAMOUNT

NAMELOCAL
SUBTOTAL

TOTAL

SHIPPING AND
HANDLING

ADDRESS

CITY/STATE/ZIPPHONE

1. Safety Green/Yellow T-Shirt (SM-XL)

    Safety Green/Yellow T-Shirt (2X)

    Safety Green/Yellow T-Shirt (3X)

    Safety Green/Yellow T-Shirt (4X)    

2. Ash Grey Hooded Sweatshirt (SM-XL)

    Ash Grey Hooded Sweatshirt (2X)

    Ash Grey Hooded Sweatshirt (3X)

    Ash Grey Hooded Sweatshirt (4X)

3. Performance Yellow Polo (SM-XL)

    Performance Yellow Polo (2X)

    Performance Yellow Polo (3X)

    Performance Yellow Polo (4X)

4. Ball Cap

5. Stocking Hat

6. 2 1/2” Vinyl Hardhat Decal (pk of 100)

7. 12” Gang Box Sticker (pk of 100)

8. 4” Automobile Window Cling Decal (pk of 100)

9. Beverage Insulator

10. Mini Permanent Marker w/ Key-Ring (pk of 10)

$12.00

$14.00

$15.00

$16.00

$38.00

$40.00

$41.00

$42.00

$35.00

$37.00

$38.00

$39.00

$15.00

$15.00

$2.00

$15.00
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1. What is the union label?  

The label is a tool for protecting 
union jobs, wages and bene�ts that 
our union has used for 125 years. 
It helps enforce contracts and it 
encourages employers to use union-
made products. The blue label is 
used on production products; the 
yellow on building trades products. 
Yellow labels are used to enforce 
subcontracting standards and for 
wage equalization.

2. How does the label 
system work?

Fabricators put labels on union-
made products. Installers check 
for the label when products arrive 
on construction sites. If there is 
no label, installers contact their 
business representative so he or 
she can enforce requirements that 
contractors pay at least the same 
wage rates for products installed. 
On labeled products, installers scan 
the bar codes or read the numbers 
on the labels to see which union 
shop produced them. Then wage 
equalization takes place. The system 
relies on the vigilance of sheet metal 
workers throughout the process.

3. What are the benefits  
of using the label?

The labels protect existing union jobs, 
secure more work and protect union 
wages. They help prevent a race to 
the bottom in which contractors try 
to use unlabeled products or pay 
union workers less and less. And 
when more sheet metal workers’ 
hours are paid into the union’s health 
care plan and pension fund, those 
bene�ts are healthier. 

4. How do the labels help 
enforce contracts?

All union building trades contracts 
require contractors to either use 
labeled products or prove that 
the nonunion workers who made 
unlabeled products were paid the 
same rate as the local union workers 
earn. The label is the simple way to 
prove it.

5. How does wage 
equalization work?

Wage equalization removes the 
incentive for employers to use 
products fabricated by union 
workers getting lower-wage rates. 
Everyone in the process, from 
fabricators to installers, gets the 
highest average crew cost rate. In 
other words, if a contractor ships in 
product from a lower-rate local for a 
higher-rate local to install, they will 
have to pay the higher rate. 

6. Who benefits from wage 
equalization?

Everyone bene�ts from wage 
equalization. A fabricator in a 
lower-rate local gets a boost in pay. 
But wage equalization helps higher-
rate workers, too, by removing the 
incentive contractors have to look for 
products from lower-wage areas.

7. If a union member sees 
unlabeled items on the job, 
what can he or she do?

Employees should report unlabeled 
products to their local business 
representative, directly or through 
the mobile app. Then the business 
rep can enforce contract provisions 
requiring contractors to prove 
they’ve paid the same union wages 
to whoever fabricated a product. 
Employees also can let employers 
know they don’t want to handle 
products without labels. 

8. What else does the 
union do about unlabeled 
products?

Union of�cials encourage contractors 
to purchase only labeled products 
and give them lists of union 
manufacturers. But their main 
responsibility is to intervene with 
contractors when unlabeled products 
show up on worksites.  

9. If I know the product 
came straight from our 
fabrication shop to my 
worksite, do I need to 
worry about the label?

Yes. Every piece, every time. Even 
if you’re con�dent that materials 
came from your shop, the label must 
be displayed. All items should be 
labeled—all the time.

10. Do contractors know 
about the labels?

Yes, they’ve signed contracts 
requiring that, if nonunion products 
are used, the nonunion workers 
receive the same wages as the local 
union members. Most contractors 
appreciate that the labels are also a 
sign of quality. 
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INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SHEET METAL,
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